
Top 10 Reasons to Choose 
Connected Mathematics Project 3 (CMP3)

Preparing students for TheiR future not our past.....

1 More National Science Foundation (NSF) funding than any other program on  
the market ensures tested, validated lessons with the same trusted pedagogical  
approach throughout.

2 Common Core Mathematical Practices has been embedded in CMP since its creation in 
the early 1990s because the authors believe students should show varieties of expertise 
in their math thinking daily.

3 Content is in-depth and organized by Investigations within Units, which means students 
have the time and focus to really understand — and master — the math before moving 
on…as prescribed by the CCSS.

4 An unparalleled suite of curated technology tools to engage and motivate students and 
to support and facilitate learning and classroom management.

5 The authors fundamentally believe that students have their own mathematical ideas and 
this drives all of their curricular decisions — this means students are partners and take 
ownership of the learning process.

6 Support for teachers is built-in. Point-of-use professional development for teachers 
allows them to teach the Common Core content with understanding, and unpack the 
Mathematical Practices for students.

7 Algebraic thinking is developed through all three grades with a focus on Algebra in 8th 
grade. 8th grade units on Quadratic Functions and Formalizing Functions provide the 
foundation for students to gain access into higher-level mathematics courses.

8 Students need to reason and persevere, justify and defend their mathematical thinking 
on a daily basis. They are accountable for mastery levels and held to the highest CCSS.

9 Continuity of authorship since the early 1990s translates to trusted partners in learning 
and teaching. CMP authors are immersed in and passionate about the teaching and 
learning of mathematics.

10 Students are engaged in investigating mathematical principles daily. They are challenged 
and invested in their own learning.

For more information, visit 
ConnectedMathematics3.com
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